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Audit Profile



This audit of the current accessible destination landing pages
evaluated the content and quality of all 48* included landing 
pages based on the following criteria. 

The purpose of this audit is to develop and maintain a standard of 
quality for the content featured within this list, as well as develop 
guidelines for new destinations to create their own page(s). 
Content was rated based on its usefulness.

*the Accessible Destinations list features 50 landing pages. Two pages were left out of 
this audit due to inability to access the landing page and are not counted in these 
results.

Audit Method

https://travelability.net/all-destinations/


Destination Type

18 – State/Provinces

1 – County

29 - Cities

Regions

10 – Northeast

10 – Southeast

10 – Midwest

13 – West

1 – Pacific

4 – Canadian

Destination Breakdown



3 – PDFs

22 – Single Pages

23 – Curated pages of two or more content pieces

Style of Page



Findings Overview



67% of pages audited did not 
mention auditory accessibility 

Mentione
d

33%

Didn't 
Mention

67%

MENTION OF AUDITORY 
ACCESSIBILITY

27% of pages audited did not 
mention mobile accessibility 

Mentione
d

73%

Didn't 
Mention

27%

MENTION OF MOBILE 
ACCESSIBILITY

Mention of Disabilities – Mobility and Auditory



Mentioned
31%

Didn't 
Mention

69%

MENTION OF VISUAL 
ACCESSIBILITY

Mentioned
31%

Didn't 
Mention

69%

MENTION OF 
COGNITIVE/SENSORY 

ACCESSIBILITY

Mention of Disabilities – Cognitive/Sensory and Vision

69% of pages audited did not mention 
cognitive or sensory accessibility

69% of pages audited did not 
mention visual accessibility



How to Improve: Accessibility, as a word, is subjective. Be aware of 
words that are open to interpretation. Use appropriate descriptors to 
make content clear. Be specific and use examples. 

Claims about accessibility without evidence or examples to back 
them up, appear superficial and empty. 
Example: “Most of our attractions are ADA accessible”2.

The word ”Accessibility” is quickly diluted by mention of only 
one disability category on the page(s) entirely omitting 
accessibility in terms of other disabilities. 1.

Takeaways on Content



The best balance of content includes factual utility information 
like transportation, and experiential editorial. 4.

Clearly define the goal and audience of the page. If the page is 
intended to support travel planning for people with disabilities, 
deprioritize press-release style content discussing intentions and 
initiatives which haven’t manifested into traveler benefits, yet. 

3.

Takeaways on Content



Both single, stand-alone pages and curated pages with multiple 
separate pieces of content can be useful with good information. 2.

Pages should be formatted to any other page with a similar style 
of content. 1.

Takeaways on Format



If content originates in a PDF, add it to a webpage to allow the 
information to be found by search engines. 4.

Information is most easily digested when organized by disability 
or by topic. 
Example: All autism content grouped together, or all airport 
content grouped together. 

3.

Takeaways on Format



Build Your Own Landing Page



An accessible travel landing page is a content hub, is a collection of travel 
planning information and inspirational editorial. This landing page can take 
many formats, styles, and exist in many levels of maturity. 

The maturity level scale is defined to be a framework, to guide destinations 
to build out information for travelers with disabilities. It provides milestones 
to work towards as a suggested path to a full-fledged accessible travel guide 
to your destination. 

What is an accessible travel landing page?



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

Why are you creating this content? Once you can answer this question, 
consider the following maturity scale to build your first landing page and 
future goals for subsequent iterations.

This framework was designed to give you ideas on how to get started and 
how to prioritize content creation. This is just one approach of many options. 

Identify Your Goal



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

Milestones: 
1. Introduce the concept to your organization.

2. Initiate relationships with local disability groups.

3. Curate essential travel planning information.

4. Build and launch within 1-month of start date. 

Square One - Beginner Landing Page



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

For your first landing page, start with a single HTML page. 

Square One - Beginner Landing Page Format



This work will require some resources to produce any degree of landing 
page. Any content will be an improvement on no content. To garnish support 
from internal stakeholders, consider distributing these incremental steps and 
milestones for achieving an accessible travel landing page. 

This deck can be used in its entirety or in part of presenting to internal 
stakeholders about what the plan of attack is. 

Milestone 1: Introduce the concept to your organization



1 in 5 American’s are living with a disability. That includes local residents 
within your destination. These groups are hubs of knowledge to partner with 
to create content with those people who are living with a disability and may 
help guide future content development and resources. 

Share with them your organization’s plans and intentions.  

Some ideas to get you started (exact organizations will vary from destination 
to destination)
o American Council of the Blind
o American Association with people with Disabilities (AAPD)
o The Arc
o National Association of the Deaf

Milestone 2: Initiate relationships with local disability groups



1. Identify top attractions, points of interests, and your destinations 
competitive advantage. These will make up your initial content set. 

How to choose: What are the top 5 most popular reasons people come to 
your destination? 

2. For each identified organization or activity, review the organizations 
website for the details they have already provided around all the disability 
categories (mobility, auditory, vision, cognitive and sensory).

The information you find will be key points to highlight on your landing 
page, before linking the site visitor directly to the organizations 
accessibility information page(s).

Milestone 3: Curate essential travel planning information



3. Repeat the process for local airports, train stations, bus deport and ports
as applicable.

Milestone 3: Curate essential travel planning information -continued



None of the information for this first version needs to be unique. Some 
information is better than no information and by gathering this information 
that is out in all corners of the internet will help users plan their trip to your 
destination. 

The 1-month time frame is critical to avoid analysis paralysis. Ideally this 
content would continue into the following maturity levels but having some
information available will immediately begin to help users. Don’t wait for 
perfection. Having this information available will show support to the 
disability community. 

Milestone 4: Build and launch the page within 1-month of start date



o Based on the information you’ve already collected, choose a page layout 
or style that is already on your site. Use that as a template to input this 
new information. With this initial set of information, consider a single 
page to start. It can always be increased to an overview landing page that 
features curated, related content and links out to single more dedicated 
pages. 

o Follow basic UX-best practices such as sequential headlines (H1, H2, H3) 
as appropriate for your content. 

Milestone 4: Build and launch the page within 1-month of start date  
-continued



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

**This content should include everything from the beginner landing page.
Milestones: 
1. Expand into qualitative essential travel-planning logistics.

2. Expand details to include more attractions, activities and things to do.

3. Evaluate locals and travel influencers with disabilities for collaboration.

Intermediate Landing Page



Execution tips:
1. When expanding content pick a disability or an attraction/activity to 

work on at a time.  
2. Add new content to the live page, as soon as it is ready. More content 

will always be valuable, but only if it is available to travel-planners.
3. Activate industry partners to participate in the curation of more 

information. 

Intermediate Landing Page - continued



Milestone 1: Expand into qualitative essential travel-planning logistics

This information will likely extend beyond that which the individual entities 
provide. This is also a great opportunity to collaborate with a local disability 
organization to incorporate lived experiences from their perspectives. 

Possible information to cover:

o What do I need to know about arriving to your destination by plane, train, bus, or
car (as applicable)?

o Nuances about getting to the ground transportation and pick-up
o Terminal exhibits and accommodations (service animal relief areas, quiet rooms,

intra-terminal transportation, announcements and signage, support programs)
o Highlight any featured programs/ amenities that may be specific to your location

for different disabilities. (ex: Sunflower lanyard program)



More possible information to cover:
o What should I know about getting around your destination? Include accessibility

information for car rentals, public transportation, ride-share, accessible parking,
side walks and pathway conditions.

*to provide maximum value on this information, utilize partner organizations, and
collect specific information from transportation companies. Avoid broad statements
such as, “some accessibility accommodations are available, contact the businesses for
more information”. Collect as much information as possible to share, and then
include a note to contact the business for availability or something of the sort.

o Expand the number of attractions, things to do, places to eat etc. that are covered
on this page. Set a goal of 1-3 new pieces of content per month.

Milestone 1: Expand into qualitative essential travel-planning logistics - 
continued



Expand the number of attractions, things to do, places to eat etc. that are 
covered on this page. Set a goal of 1-3 new pieces of content per month.
Continuously add new content to the page.  

Milestone 2: Expand details to include more attractions, activities and 
things to do et al.  



Consider working with an influencer or local who can share their first 
hand experience. While their lived experiences are valuable and 
typically more reliable to others, most influencers have interests and 
identities that will resonate with your audience beyond just 
accessible travel. 

Consider topics like, a girls/ guys weekend, family travel etc. where 
they can incorporate other interests in addition to covering the 
accessibility of their activities. Get pictures!

Milestone 3: Evaluate locals and travel influencers with disabilities for 
collaboration



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

**This content should include everything from the beginner and intermediate landing 
pages.
Milestones: 
1. Update page format to a curated landing page. 

2. Incorporate photography including people with various disabilities.

3. Continue adding more content

Advanced Landing Page



By reaching this maturity level, the content you have available should exceed 
enough to support at least 6 different pages. How you break them up is up 
to you, but they should all be linked off of a main accessible travel content 
hub/landing page. 

Build this page using the best practices of building out any a similar page for 
any other topic of content. 

Milestone 1: Update page format to a curated landing page.



Execution tips:
1. Use actual models with disabilities.
2. Coordinate with models and talent managers to plan schedules that will 

work for the models. 

At this level of commitment to inclusive travel promotion, consider a 
disability focused photoshoot, or include people with disabilities in other 
brand photo or video shoots. 

Milestone 2: Incorporate photography including people with various 
disabilities.



Once the major and top attractions are all covered continue adding content 
for this travel segment as you would provide more information for any other 
topic. 

Milestone 3: Continue adding more content.



Beginner Intermediate Advanced Expert

Milestones: 
1. Apply Web Content Accessibility Guidelines to all content and test with 

assistive technology

Expert Landing Page



Use a free code scanning tool, such as Web AIM or Deque axe DevTools
(browser plug-in), to scan the code of your page(s). 

Fix all errors returned that can be address without a developer. Typically this 
includes: 
o Images without text alternatives (alt-text)

o Videos without captions and/or audio descriptions

o Indistinguishable links (ie: things like Read More, Discover More, More etc.)

Consider working with your developers to clear any other issues identified. 
Always validate changes with assistive technology on mobile and desktop. 

Milestone 1: Apply Web Content Accessibility Guidelines to all content 
and test with assistive technology



o Always use HTML pages instead of PDFs so search engines can find the 
content.

o Always collaborate with people with disabilities. 

o Be specific and provide examples for everything. 

o Qualify what type of accessibility being referred to. Wheelchair 
accessibility, is not the same as sensory accessible, or low/ no-vision 
accessibility. 

o Use user-centric content.

Departing Tips



milespartnership.com

Contact Me:

Erin L. Fossum

Erin.Fossum@MilesPartnership.com

Questions?
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